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ABSTRACT: While recent improvements in the reported peak power conversion
efficiency (PCE) of hybrid organic−inorganic perovskite solar cells have been truly
astonishing, there are many fundamental questions about the electronic behavior of
these materials. Here we have studied a set of electronic devices employing
methylammonium lead iodide ((MA)PbI3) as the active material and conducted a
series of temperature-dependent measurements. Field-effect transistor, capacitor, and
photovoltaic cell measurements all reveal behavior consistent with substantial and
strongly temperature-dependent polarization susceptibility in (MA)PbI3 at temporal
and spatial scales that significantly impact functional behavior. The relative PCE of
(MA)PbI3 photovoltaic cells is observed to reduce drastically with decreasing
temperature, suggesting that such polarization effects could be a prerequisite for high-
performance device operation.

The pace at which new materials and designs for solar cells
emerge is very slow,1−6 and is arguably comparable to the

discovery of high Tc superconductors.7,8 The finding that
hybrid organic metal halide solar cells based on CH3NH3PbI3
can lead to high power conversion efficiency (PCE) using
simple coating methods, with a material comprising earth-
abundant elements, has therefore garnered significant inter-
est.6,9,10 Not only has the peak reported PCE exceeded 20% in
a short time,11−13 but the processing techniques widely
employed suggest that commercial products could be fabricated
using low-cost, large-area techniques, compatible with flexible
substrates.14

The ABX3 perovskite crystal structure is characterized by a
three-dimensionally corner-connected network of BX6/2

octahedra that is filled by A ions. Perovskite compounds
where A is an organic cation, B is usually a main group element,
and X is a group 7 anion (halide) are referred to as hybrid
organic−inorganic or hybrid-halide perovskites. Materials in
this class are found to possess strong optical absorption,6,15

impressive electrical properties16 and an unusually low density
of trap states,17 resulting in the demonstration of solar cells
with remarkably high PCEs.6,9,11,13,14 In spite of the progress
made in forming solar cells, there are many fundamental
questions about the properties of the organic metal halide
materials systems that enable this performance. Hybrid
organic−inorganic perovskite solar-cells are notable for their
various instabilities and measurement-dependent behavior.18−25

These instabilities vary widely between device structures due to
different processing methods, such as growth in ambient or in
controlled atmospheres, and due to measurement conditions.
The origins of this behavior are attributed to a variety of
mechanisms including mass diffusion of ions,25−27 structural
changes,28 and grain boundaries.29

While there has been intense effort directed at understanding
the optoelectronic performance of organic metal halide
materials, there has been less work to understand their
properties more broadly as semiconductors. Work by Mitzi
and co-workers demonstrated field effect devices in Sn-based
compounds with layered structures some years ago.30 Despite
high reported carrier mobilities,16 easily accessible conduction
and valence band energies,31 and previous reports employing
other hybrid perovskites,30 field-effect transistors (FETs) based
on methylammonium lead iodide ((MA)PbI3) have, until very
recently,32 remained notably absent from the literature.
A number of studies have considered the possibility that

ionic migration18,20,25−27,33 or ferroelectric polarization34−36 are
pertinent processes in perovskite solar cells, though substantial
debate remains.37 Ionic migration has been observed in a
number of oxide and halide materials adopting the perovskite
structure,38−42 and has recently been studied experimentally
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and computationally in (MA)PbI3.
26,33 Here we have fabricated

a set of electronic devices based on (MA)PbI3 in order to study
the nature of electrical instabilities in this system. By measuring
the electrical characteristics of FETs, capacitors and solar cells
as a function of temperature, we observe behavior consistent
with a substantial susceptibility to polarization, potentially due
to ionic mass transport within thin films of (MA)PbI3.
To examine the electrical behavior of thin films of (MA)PbI3,

we fabricated bottom-gate, top-contact (BGTC) FETs (see
inset to Figure 1a). The (MA)PbI3 was deposited using recently

reported12,43 solvent-annealing techniques, as applied to planar-
architecture PV cells. A solution of (MA)PbI3 was formed from
a 1:1 molar ratio of lead iodide (PbI2) and CH3NH3I. The
solution was deposited via spin-casting in ambient-pressure N2,
and chlorobenzene (which does not dissolve (MA)PbI3) was
applied to the film during the spin-casting process. More details
are provided in the Supporting Information.
We found that the electrical characteristics of (MA)PbI3 had

a complex temperature dependence. At room temperature
these devices exhibit low source-drain currents and no field-
induced current modulation (see Figure 1a). However, when
the temperature is reduced below 220 K, a field-effect is
observed and the drain current continues to increase as the
temperature is reduced. Where the drain current is observed to
be substantially in excess of gate current, the gradual-channel
approximation44 has been applied to extract a value of field-
effect mobility. The gradual channel approximation for
extraction of carrier mobility in field-effect devices assumes a
single electronic charge carrier, uniform carrier accumulation in
the channel, and time-independent behavior, and consequently
does not provide a simple estimation of the carrier motion for
measurements with nonideal effects. This is consistent with our
observation of absolute values of electron mobility substantially
lower than those previously reported using other techniques.16

Nonetheless, it can be applied as a proxy for relative transistor
performance, assuming a high transconductance is desirable.
Since aluminum source and drain electrodes have been
employed here, only electron transport is observed. This is as
one would expect given the position of the valence band and
conduction band energies of (MA)PbI3 relative to the work
function of aluminum.31 As shown in Figure 1b a roughly
temperature-independent mobility is observed, with the
exception of an approximately 1 order of magnitude change
in mobility around 180 K. Above 215 K, the drain current was
too low to apply the gradual-channel approximation, and these
points have not been plotted.
If (MA)PbI3 exhibits substantial polarization susceptibility

(via mobile ions or alignment of the dipolar molecular cation,
for example), one would expect the application of an electric
field to result in the absorption of energy by the structure, and
an electronic screening effect in electronic devices (see Figure
1c).33 Such a mechanism should be expected to result in a
screening of applied gate fields in FETs and hence inhibit
accumulation of carriers and the electrical conductivity of the
channel. Both the diffusion of ionic species and polarization due
to local molecular motion in the solid are expected to be
temperature-activated.33,34,45 For this reason one should expect
that over the time-scales relevant for measurement of field-
effect conduction (typically 10s of ms to 1s per data point), the
screening mechanism can be strongly suppressed by reducing
the temperature of the device. The larger aliphatic or aromatic
(di)ammonium cations employed in previously reported hybrid
halide FETs30 led to a 2D layered structure rather than the 3D
structure of (MA)PbI3. It is likely that these larger cations are
less mobile than methylammonium cations, which could
consequently lead to a substantially diminished screening effect
if this species is indeed responsible for the observed behavior.
These observations are consistent with temperature-depend-

ent dielectric properties or temperature-activated ionic
migration. The temperature-independence of mobility below
210 K (aside from the discontinuity in mobility at 180 K) is
attributed to two competing effects. Charge transport in
polycrystalline and disordered semiconductors is described by

Figure 1. (a) Transfer curves (drain current as a function of gate
voltage) of methylammonium lead iodide field-effect transistor
measured at various temperatures between 150 and 250 K. The
device had a length and width of 200 μm and 2600 μm, respectively,
and the geometric capacitance of the dielectric was 23 nF cm−2. Inset:
schematic representation of field-effect transistor structure employed
in this study. Si labels the silicon gate electrode, SiO2 the 150 nm
silicon oxide dielectric, (MA)PbI3 the methylammonium lead iodide
semiconductor layer, and Al the aluminum source and drain
electrodes. (b) Approximated field-effect mobility evaluated using
the gradual-channel approximation as a function of measurement
temperature. Above 215 K, the measured drain current was
comparable to or less than the gate current and hence mobility values
are not plotted for these points. (c) Schematic representation of
proposed polarization mechanism of mobile ionic species in
methylammonium lead iodide perovskite, under the influence of
external applied gate field (VG).
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temperature-activated processes46 and hence one should expect
to observe a reduced carrier mobility with lower temperature.
However, as described above, over the time-scales relevant for
electrical measurements, screening effects are expected to
inhibit carrier accumulation in transistor devices and can hence
be expected to lead to an increased observed mobility with
reducing temperature as the effect of screening is reduced. The
convolution of these two phenomena is expected to be
complex, and it is hence difficult to make detailed a priori
predictions on the temperature-dependence of apparent
mobility in this system. The reason behind the observed
change in mobility between 175 and 185 K is unclear. There
exists a known structural phase transition in (MA)PbI3 at a
temperature of 163 K.16,47 The structure is found to change
phase from tetragonal (β) above 163 K to orthorhombic (γ)
below 163 K. The transition temperature was experimentally
verified via laboratory powder X-ray diffraction (Figure S3,
further details in the Supporting Information). Such a change in
unit cell will invariably lead to changes in carrier wave function
overlap and hence charge transport properties. The temper-
ature of this structural phase transition is known to be
dependent on exposure to H2O.

47 Hence it is not unreasonable
to consider the possibility that the change in mobility observed
in Figure 1b is due to such a phase transition.
To investigate the time-dependence of potential polarization

mechanisms in (MA)PbI3, we carried out a set of pulsed-gate
measurements on a FET at various temperatures. Such dynamic
measurements have proven useful to study nonidealities in
FETs in the past.48 A device identical to that illustrated in the
inset to Figure 1a was measured using the setup illustrated in
Figure 2a. The temperature of the device was reduced to 150 K,

the drain current was held constant, and a pulsed voltage was
applied to the gate electrode (Figure 2b). The source-drain
current was then measured as a function of time (Figure 2c).
We observe a fast (∼5 μs) rise in source-drain current (due to
electronic injection) followed by a much slower decay over
several seconds. The latter process is attributed to a slow
polarization within the perovskite layer and an accumulation of
repulsive ionic charge at the (otherwise neutral) semi-
conductor-dielectric interface. The capacitive nature of the
planar FET architecture is known to limit the frequency
response of transistors subjected to oscillatory gate voltages.49

However, this frequency is expected49 to be many orders of
magnitude higher than those under investigation in Figure 2,
and this phenomenon can hence be neglected.
We observed a strong dependence of the source-drain

current in FETs as a function of time and temperature. As the
temperature of the FET was increased, the decay rate of the
current after application of a gate bias increases substantially
(see Figure 2d and 2e). This behavior is again compatible with
a temperature-dependent polarization process taking place
within the structure and explains why it is not possible to
measure working transistors at room temperature, at normal
measurement speeds. Although a number of polarization
mechanisms are possible in this material, one can broadly
separate these phenomena into ionic migration (which should
occur on the length scale of the film thickness) and atomic or
molecular dipole creation or alignment (which occur on an
atomic/molecular length scale for dipole creation or micro-
structural length scale for domain alignment). In an attempt to
elucidate the more likely mechanism, we carried out a set of
impedance measurements on (MA)PbI3 capacitor structures,

Figure 2. (a) Schematic representation of experimental setup for low-temperature, time-dependent field-effect transistor (FET) measurements. A
constant voltage (VD) is applied to the drain terminal, a pulsed voltage is applied to the gate terminal (VG), and the source-drain current (IDS) is
monitored at the source terminal. (b) Gate voltage and (c) source-drain current as a function of time in methylammonium lead iodide FET,
measured at 150 K. (d,e) Source-drain current of methylammonium lead iodide FET as a function of time, measured at various temperatures. The
device had a length and width of 200 μm and 2600 μm, respectively, and the geometric capacitance of the dielectric was 23 nF cm−2.
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akin to similar recent studies.18,21,22 The structure studied is
shown in the inset to Figure 3a. Relative permittivity was

extracted from the impedance spectra using a 2-component
circuit model as described in the Supporting Information, and is
plotted as a function of frequency and temperature in Figure
3a,b. Of note are the strong temperature- and frequency-
dependence of the permittivity, and the high value in an
absolute sense. The apparent permittivity is somewhat
insensitive to the measurement temperature in the high-
frequency regime but increases substantially with increasing
temperature in the low-frequency regime. This trend is not
observed in dielectric measurements of single crystals50 and is
consistent with microstructural effects in these polycrystalline
thin films.51 This behavior can be explained by two
phenomena: grain boundary polarization, wherein relatively
conductive grains are separated by electronically insulating
grain boundaries, and space charge polarization due to ionic
migration that is enhanced along grain boundaries. Both
mechanisms would exhibit the observed temperature depend-
ence, though long-range ionic diffusion under an applied field
would dominate at slower frequencies. Indeed, this hypothesis
is consistent with the greater hysteresis observed in (MA)PbI3
films deposited on mesoporous TiO2,

20,52 wherein infiltration
of (MA)PbI3 into the nanoscale pores of the TiO2 results in
nanocrystalline grains with only local structural coherence.53

This effectively creates a multitude of pathways for facile ionic
migration and a large area of interphase boundaries where
interfacial polarization may occur. Although it is difficult to
deconvolute the impact of each mechanism that contributes to
dielectric relaxation, the general trend suggests that slower
phenomena (e.g., proton migration or vacancy-mediated
migration of the iodide anion) may be primarily responsible

for the observed behavior in FET devices.33 To ensure that this
experiment is an effective probe of the (MA)PbI3 and is not
substantially perturbed by relaxation phenomena in the
interfacial layers, an identical experiment was carried out on a
similar structure with the (MA)PbI3 layer omitted (see
Supporting Information Figure S2). Indeed, in this simplified
structure, only purely resistive behavior was observed in the
frequency range of interest.
As has been suggested recently,25,33 if one or more ionic

species in the (MA)PbI3 structure are mobile, it is not only
possible that these could be relevant for device instabilities, but
could also conceivably lead to favorable internal electric fields,
potentially aiding charge separation and extraction. Here we
have investigated how the relative power conversion efficiency
of (MA)PbI3 photovoltaic cells change as a function of the
measurement temperature. We fabricated (MA)PbI3 photo-
voltaic cells in a planar architecture (inset to Figure 4a),54 using

the same deposition method as the FETs (see Supporting
Information for more detail).12,43 When measured under
atmospheric-pressure N2, the devices exhibited power con-
version efficiencies in excess of 9% (see Figure 4a). These
values give us confidence that any relative PCE measurements
are representative of the device itself, rather than any
nonidealities. The thickness of the MAPbI3 film (∼100 nm)
has not been optimized for PV cells, and one would expect to
observe higher power conversion efficiencies for a thicker film.
By illuminating the device with green (530 nm) light, which is
well within the band gap of the material, we were able to gain
insight into how the efficiency of the device evolves with
reducing temperature. Green light was chosen, rather than the
full solar spectrum, to eliminate any effects of shifts in the band
gap with temperature that can influence measurements with

Figure 3. (a) Relative permittivity of (MA)PbI3 capacitor, extracted
using the two-component circuit model described in the Supporting
Information as a function of temperature, at various temperatures
between 80 K and 300 K. Device area was 0.042 cm2. Inset: Schematic
representation of capacitor structure employed in this study. ITO
labels the indium tin oxide bottom-electrode, PEDOT:PSS poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrenesulfonate, (MA)PbI3 the methyl-
ammonium lead iodide semiconductor layer, and Al the aluminum top
electrode. (b) The same data presented as a function of temperature
for various frequencies.

Figure 4. (a) Current−voltage characteristics of an example
methylammonium lead iodide photovoltaic (PV) cell with calcium/
aluminum top electrode, measured in the dark and under 1 sun
illumination from AM1.5 solar spectrum, under atmospheric pressure
N2. Schematic representation of the PV structure employed in this
study is displayed alongside. ITO labels the indium tin oxide bottom-
electrode, PEDOT:PSS is poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyr-
enesulfonate, (MA)PbI3 is the methylammonium lead iodide semi-
conductor layer, PCBM is phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester, and
Ca and Al are the calcium and aluminum top electrodes. (b) Relative
power-conversion efficiency of methylammonium lead iodide photo-
voltaic cell with aluminum top electrode (structure alongside) as a
function of temperature, under illumination from monochromatic
green (530 nm) light. Device area was 0.06 cm2 in all cases.
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broad band illumination. In order to avoid oxidation, during the
brief (∼1 m) exposure to air when loading samples into the
cryogenic probe station, an aluminum top electrode was
employed in this case, rather than a calcium/aluminum
electrode, as was the case for the devices measured under N2
(see inset to Figure 4b). As previously reported for a AM1.5
spectrum,55 we see a significant reduction in the relative power-
conversion efficiency of these devices as the operating
temperature is reduced. Because a green light source is
employed at constant intensity (200 mW/cm2), we have here
plotted PCE relative to the maximum value (at 245 K), rather
than absolute values. We see that while there is a small amount
of hysteresis between reducing temperature and increasing
temperature, the behavior is completely reversible. The delay
between each temperature was approximately 10 min, and we
attribute the hysteresis to a lag between the temperature of the
sample and that reported by the thermocouple, due to the
thermal conductivity of the substrate. While the short-circuit
current (Jsc) of the device was found to fall to about half its
original value when the temperature is reduced from 300 to 160
K, the open-circuit voltage (Voc) increased from 0.8 V at 300 K
to 0.9 V at 160 K. More details on the evolution of the device
parameters are given in the Supporting Information (Section
S4), and we consider the major features here. One would
typically expect an ideal diode to exhibit a reducing Voc with
increasing temperature,56 as observed here. The decrease in Jsc
as the temperature is lowered is unlikely due to a reduction in
charge generation with temperature, therefore it is likely a result
of recombination before charge extraction. Whether there are
specific trap sites in the bulk or whether it is related to the
contacts to the cell, the effects show the largest change at the
temperature where we see dramatic changes in the behavior of
the FETs. This observation is consistent with our suggestion
that mass-transport in the (MA)PbI3 may not only be (at least
partially) responsible for the observed instabilities in electronic
devices based upon this system, but could be a contributor to
the high performance of photovoltaic cells.
In summary, we have presented results from temperature-

dependent measurements of (MA)PbI3 electronic devices that,
when viewed collectively, suggest the existence of a substantial
susceptibility to polarization at temporal and spatial scales that
significantly impact the electrical behavior of the material. Many
questions remain, including the details of the mechanism, or
mechanisms, responsible for the observed behavior, and
whether and how these polarization phenomena may be
advantageously suppressed (or enhanced) to improve the
performance of (MA)PbI3 thin films. Similarly, if ionic
migration is responsible, it is unclear as to which species are
mobile, and whether it is interstitial species or vacancy defects
that are responsible for the observed behavior.22 Our work
suggests that measurements of multiple types of device
structures can be useful in understanding the properties and
behavior of (MA)PbI3, and that future work on transport in
field-effect devices is a fruitful complement to that on solar
cells.
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